ISLAND LIVES -- A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOGRAPHIES

This is a sampling of resources. Some are quite dated, but may be useful in gathering information for individuals active in the latter part of the 20th century. The handout is specifically geared to biographical information on Pacific Islanders, and includes a selection of published biographies and autobiographies of historical and current interest. The periodicals and indexes cited are by no means the only sources available, but an indication of resources at UH that may assist in some biographical research. As is the case for other handouts used in the course, this listing covers the Pacific Islands excluding Hawaii, as we have a separate course (LIS 687) that deals with resources concerning Native Hawaiians.

Biographical Directories

Craig, Robert D. and Russell T. Clement. 


Who's who in Australasia and the Pacific Nations. 


Historical Biography - Directories

Craig, Robert D. 
Craig, Robert D. and F.P. King

Dictionary of New Zealand biography.
Wellington, NZ: Allen & Unwin; Dept. of Internatl Affairs, NZ, 1990- . v.1 1769-1869; v.2 1870-1900; v.3 1901-1920; v.4 1921-1940; v.5, 1941-1960.
Pacc CT2882 .D53 1990 Also HL.


Jackson, William Keith.

Turner, Ann.

Wuerch, William L. and Dirk A. Ballendorf.

Pacific Biographies - General

Berwick, Sam.
Pacc DU600 .B47 1990
Davidson, James W. and Deryck Scarr.


Kivell, Nan; Rex de Courcy; Sydney Alfred Spence.

O'Reilly, Patrick.

__________ et Raoul Teissier.

Scarr, Deryck, ed.

Wright, Debbie Hippolite, et al., eds.

Islanders in History

Alexander, Michael.
Binney, Judith; Gillian Chaplin; Craig Wallace.

Broughton, Ruka.

Burns, Patricia.

King, Michael.

McCormick, Eric Hall.

Moon, Paul.

Peacock, Daniel J.

Posesi, Fanua, Tupou.

Te Rauparaha, Tamihana and Peter Scott Butler.

Voyce, A.H.
Islanders Today

Aaron, Daniel Bangton; Brian Macdonald-Milne; Pamela Thomas.

Alailima, Fay.

Alas’a’a, Samuel.


Bain, Kenneth Ross.

Bavadra, Timoci U.; Atu Bain; Tupeni Bavadra.

Brower, Kenneth Ross.

Carter, George G.


Fatnowna, Noel and Roger M. Keesing.

Fifii, Jonathan and Roger M. Keesing.

Firth, Stewart and Daryl Tarte, eds.

Haami, Bradford.

Hancock, Kathleen.

Howard, Alan.

Huata, Donna Awatere.

Inglis, Amirah.

Jansen, Adrienne.

Kabutaulaka, Tarcisius Tara.

Kaplan, Martha.

Kawaioloa, Michael.

Kidu, Carol.

Kiste, Robert C.

Lal, Brij V.

Latukefu, Sione.

Lini, Walter.

Luka, Toa.
Lutali, A.P.
Pacc Du819 .A1 L86 2001

Ngiraked, John O.


Mara, Kamisese, Ratu Sir.

Moir, Michelle.

Nau, Semisi.


Ongka and Andrew Strathern.

Ongka and Andrew Strathern and Pamela J. Stewart.

Osifelo, Frederick.
Kanaka boy: an autobiography. Suva: Inst. of Pacific
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Palomo, Jose R.

Randall, Shirley, ed.

Reis, Jose; Elton Brash; Eisuke Shimauchi.

Sablan, David Lujan.

Sablan, Joaquin Flores.

Salaberria, Maria Angelica.

Sayson, Malou L.

Scarr, Deryck.
Sharpham, John.

Shuster, Donald R.

Simon-McWilliams, Ethel.

Somare, Michael Thomas.

Souder-Jaffrey, Laura Marie Torres.

Steinbauer, Friedrich.

Stewart, Pamela J. and Andrew Strathern, eds.

Stirling, Amiria Manutahi.

Stirling, Eruera.
Eruera, the teachings of a Maori elder. Eruera Stirling as

Strathern, Andrew and Pamela J. Stewart.

Tarte, Daryl.

Taulahi, Amanaki.
His majesty King Taufaahau Tupou IV of the Kingdom of Tonga; a biography. Suva: Inst. of Pacific Studies, Univ. of the South Pacific, 1979. 24p. Pacc DU880.78 .T38T39

Tenorio, Juan Cruz.


Vakatora, Tomasi, R.

Walker, Ranginui.

Watson, Virginia.

Zoleveke, Gideon A.P. and John Chick.
Periodical Sources

*copies on open shelves in Reading Room, near Pacific reference materials. Ask at circulation Counter or reference desk if assistance needed.

Honolulu: Center for Pacific Islands Studies, UH, 1989-
*Pacc DU1 .C665 (Indexed in Hawaii Pacific Journal Index)


Journal of Pacific History.

Journal of the Polynesian Society.
Wellington, New Zealand, 1892- . *Pacc GN2 .P7 (indexes available, also H&P Jnl Ind.)

Micronesian Reporter.
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 1951-1980. Pacc DU500 .M5 (index available, also H&P Jnl Ind.)

Pacific Islands Monthly.
Pacific Magazine.
Honolulu, HI, 1976- .
*Pacc DU1 .A54
(H&P Jnl Ind)

Pacific Studies.
Laie, HI: Inst. for Polynesian Studies, BYU Hawaii, 1977-
*Pacc DU1 .P38 (H&P Jnl. Ind.)

Periodical and Newspaper Indexes

APAIS, Australian public affairs information service; a subject index to current literature. Canberra: National Library of Australia, 1945-. HL gets annual only and holdings cease with 1992. HAML REF Z7165 .A8 A8

Hawaii Pacific Journal Index, available through UH Voyager includes retrospective coverage for many of the titles indexed.

Index New Zealand (microform): INNZ.

Pacc DU1 .P1451 1981 H&P Ready Ref

Papua New Guinea Post Courier selective index.
Pacc DU740 .A2P281 last rec'd is 1986

Canberra: Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU, 1988. 211p. Includes Key to the location of New Guinea patrol reports, 1915-1941; Index to references to New Guinea in Australian newspapers and
Pacc Du1 .P63 1988 H&P Ready Ref

South Pacific Periodicals Index. Pacc Z4501 .B54
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